Minutes - Main Curriculum Meeting  
Wednesday 2/9/22 
12:15pm on Teams 

Present: Adams, Don (Philosophy), Albayram, Yusuf (Computer Science), Allen, Trevor J. (Political Science), Barriteau Phaire, Candace (Lit El Ed Child Ed), Boncoddo, Rebecca A. (Psychological Science), Chen, Yinfei (Finance Academic), Ciotto, Carol M. (School of Ed & Professional Studies), D’Amato, Kristin (Library), Day, Bruce (Sociology), Delaura, James (Technology and Engineering Education), Dobbs-McAuliffe, Betsy (Biomolecular Sciences), Efremoff, Theodore (Art), Evans Zalewski, Sarah L. (Counselor Education & Family Therapy), Foust, Mathew A. (International Studies), Gendron, Michael (MIS), Glagovich, Neil (Chemistry), Goh, Tan Leng (Public Policy and Administration), June, Andrea (Psychological Science), Kara-Soteriou, Ioulia (Lit El Ed Child Ed), Kim, Yeojin (Communication), Kim, Youngseon (Marketing), Knox, Carl (Music), Larsen, Kristine (Geological Sciences), Lee, Byung (Criminology and Criminal Justice), Lee, C. Christopher (Management and Organization), Liu, Ran (Marketing), Mahony, Mary Ann (History and LALCC), Maria Mongillo (Ed Leadership), Marjani, Sadie (Biology), Maturo, Christie N. (Theatre), McKelvey, Michele M. (Nursing), Merenstein, Beth (Sociology), Misra, Kaustav (School of Business), Moore, Edward (Engineering), Morano, Peter (Physical Education Human Performance), Nunn, Mary Anne (English), Park, Sangho (Computer Electronics and Graphics Tech), Pozorski, Aimee (English), Rehman, Mohammad (MfgConstMgt), Rein, Thomas (Anthropology), Rojas, Reinaldo (Social Work), Rutherford, Jessica L. (World Languages), Schnobrich-Davis, Julie (Criminology and Criminal Justice), Seo, Donghwi (Management and Organization), Shen, Xiaoping (Geography), Smith, Robbin (Political Science), Snyder, Jason L. (Marketing), Soper, Carolyne C. (Economics), Stewart, Alicia A. (Special Education and Interventions), Watson, Sheldon (Ed Lead Policy Inst Tech), Weinberger, Andrew (Accounting Academic) 

I. Minutes 

- Minutes from the November 17, 2021 meeting were approved.

II. Announcements 

III. Agenda 

- Approval granted by full committee –
  - Gerontology Certificate Program. Original program design was approved by all subcommittees. Added one more elective: NRSE 270 with support of NRSE Chair and SEPS & CLASS Deans
  - Elementary Education M.S. i. Concerns resolved regarding the number of special education courses required by the state.
  - Spanish 401 - included Spanish 335 as a prerequisite (requested by Grad Subcommittee).
  - BIO grad courses- addressed prerequisites for consistency. Admission to program, GPA, and coursework. (requested by Grad Subcommittee).
- All items on the Consent Agenda were unanimously approved.
- Minor changes approved.
- Discussion – Clarification if BUS minor was approved, due to confusion at CLASS Subcommittee (yes - on consent agenda). Be sure to fill out rational in proposals.

Meeting adjourned 12:32 pm 

Respectfully submitted by Carolyne Soper